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ABSTRACT

A discussion of the physical nature of liquid-film cooling is

presented that gives special emphasis to those phenomena occurring at

the gas-liquid interface. The interfacial mass and heat balances are

discussed in detail, together with the phenomena of film instability

and the entrainment of liquid by the gas stream.

A review is presented of the pertinent heat-mass transfer

analyses for the wall region wetted by the liquid film. The

limitations of those analyses are noted, and an alternate correlation

procedure is suggested that is applicable to the case where the gas

flow is compressible and subject to the influence of a streamwise

pressure gradient, In order to implement that correlation procedure,

a method is developed whereby the temperature at the gas-liquid inter-

face can be approximated analytically. Calculated results are presented

that are noted to agree favorably with the limited experimental data.

A heat transfer analysis is presented for the wall region downstream

of the liquid film. That analysis is based on a relatively simple flow

model, and is applicable to the case where the gas flow is compressible

and subject to the influence of a streanmwtse pressure gradient. Two

wall conditions are considered: (a) the case where the wall is adiabatic;

and (b) the case where the wall is cooled externally.

Conclusions and recommendations for further experimental research

are presented.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Discussion

Liquid-film cooling refers to the injection of a thin continuous

liquid film onto a given surface for the purpose of protecting that

wetted surface from thermal damage from a hot gas flowing past the

film.

The motivation for developing liquid-film-cooling technology for

rocket motors has been the development of nuclear rocket engines, the

use of higher energy chemical propellants, and the trend toward higher

combustion chamber pressures, These newer developments are character-

ized by a large increase in the heat flux from the working fluid to

the walls of the combustion chamber and the exhaust nozzle, such that

the regenerative cooling of those walls becomes marginal (1)(2)(3).1

A need, therefore, exists for developing a method of cooling which

will supplement regenerative cooling. While porous-wall cooling tech-

niques (transpiration cooling which utilizes gaseous coolants and sweat

cooling which utilizes liquid coolants) are more effective than liquid-

film cooling from the standpoint of the degree of thermal protection

realized per pound of coolant consumed, liquid-film cooling still

appears to be quite attractive for the following reasons: (a) clogging

of the porous wall is still a problem and leads to localized "burnout,"

(b) a reduction in the structural integrity of large components results

HIumbers in parentheses refer to references listed in the Bibliography.
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when they are constructed from porous materials, and (c) the fabrica-

tion problem is simpler in the case of a liquid-film-cooled system.

Considerable attention has also been devoted to studies con-

cerned with employing a gaseous film coolant Gaseous-film cooling

has the same advantage of simplicity as does liquid-film-cooling, but

the absence of a phase change during the cooling process severely

limits the cooling capacity of gaseous-film cooling in comparison to

that of liquid-film cooling

1 2 Objectives of the Present Investigation

The objectives of the subject investigation were threefold:

(a) to describe the physical nature of liquid-film corling;

(b) to review the theoretical heat-mass transfer correlations for the

liqu~d-film-cooled region, and to develop an alternate correlation for

that region; and

(c) to develop a heat transfer correlation for the region downstream

of the terminus of the liquid film

The correlation procedures developed herein are generalized so

as to be applicable to the flow of a compressible gas in the presence

of a streamwise pressure gradient Moreover, the developments consider

boundary layer flow rather than fully developed pipe flow, as have

previous analyses The developments are limited, however, to the case

where the gas flow is fully turbulent and the liquid-film coolant is

non-reactive

Assessment of the validity of the correlation procedures developed

herein awaits the existence of accurate experimental data. Such experi-

mental work is being conducted currently at the Jet Propulsion Center,

Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.



2. THE PHYSICAL NATUR[ OF LIQUID-FILM COOLINGI
2 1 Description of Liquid-Film Cooling

Figure 2-1 presents a schematic diagram illustrating the per-

tinent aspects of the liquid-film cooling process. There are two

regions of the wall that are of principal interest: (a) the liquid-

film-cooled region, and (b) the gas-vapor-cooled region The

phenomena which characterize each of those regions are discussed

in the ollowing sections

2.1 1 The Liquid-Film-Cooled Region

Figure 2-2 illustrates a physica7 boundary layer model for the

liquid-film-cooled region The phenomena which relate to the develop-

ment of that boundary layer region are discussed in the following

paragraphs

)he Nature of Film Development At station x = xo, in Fig 2-1,

the liquid coolant is injected onto the solid surface and establishes

a spanmise cortinuous liquid film The liquid film interacts with

and is accelerated by the hot gas stream flowing past it The velocity

distribution throughout the liquid film 3t any streamwise location is

determined by the solution if tne momentum equation for the two-

dimensional flow of an incompressible luia; the latter can be written

in the followira form (4) Thus
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13(u R-. + v i)= - + 2y (2-1)1

I
The acceleration terms in Eq. 2-1 are of considerable importance at

and near the plane where the liquid is injected. However, for the

largest portion of the liquid flow regime, because of the extreme

thinness of the liquid film, 2 the acceleration terms and the pressure

gradient term in Eq. 2-1 can be considered of negligible importance

in comparison to the viscous term. Hence, if Ts and Tw denote the

shear stress at the gas-liquid interface and at the liquid-solid I
interface, respectively, then one may write

1 +V2) constant = =s = (2-2) I

where v is the molecular contribution and vt is the turbulent or eddy

contribution to the "effective" kinematic viscosity. From Eq. 2-2 it

follows that the velocity distribution for the liquid film is given
by I

byy

u Ts / (2-3)

For the special case where the film is entirely laminar (vt = 0), 1
Eq. 2-3 reduces to I

-• y (2-4) 1
1 Refer to Appendix A for a definition of the notation.

2 Typical film thicknesses are of the order of 1 to 5 X 10-3 in.
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The problem of expressing the parameter (v + vt) as a function

of the normal coordinate y, so that the integral term in Eq 2-3

can be evaluated for the case of a turbulent film, can be circumvented

by assuming that the universal "law of the wall" is valid for the iquid-

flow regime. Figure 2-3 presents the "law of the wall" in graphicalI + +

form; the dimensionless parameters u and y presented in the figure

g are defined as follows:

i u (2-5)
( rs/Q,

½
+ Y (S /0) -

y (2-6)
V

Figure 2-3 represents, therefore, a means by which the velocity profile

in the liquid film can be prescribed once the value of the interfacial

shear sLress • is determincd; the latter must result from the solution

of the momentum equation for the gas-flow regime.

The mass flow rate of liquid per unit spanwise length, denoted

by m', and the thickness of the liquid film, denoted by 6f, are related

due to the continuity condition Hence,

5f

ms u dy (2-7)

C)

g For the case where the film is totally laminar, Eqs 2-4 and 2-7

can be combined to yield the following expression for the thickness
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of the liquid film:

12f = K s (2-8)

To consider the relationship between m' and 6f for the case where the

liquid film i turbulent, it is convenient to rewrite Eq. 2-7 in the

following non-dimensional form. Thus

6 f

W+ f u+ dy÷ (2-9)

0

where the parameter W+ is termed the dimensionless liquid flow rate,

and is defined by

+ m(W T_()TV) (2-10)

and where 6+ is the dimensionless film thickness defined by

+ (sP)
6f )- (2-11)" 1

The parameters W+ and 6+ can be related by employing the "law of thef
wall," presented in Fig. 2-3, and graphically integrating Eq.2-9.
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Figure 2-4 presents W+ as a function of 6f, as determined by

Kinney, et al. (5). The figure illustrates, as does Eq. 2-8, that I
the thickness of the liquid film is proportional to the liquid flow I
rate m' and the kinematic viscosity ul, and is inversely proportional

to the interfacial shear stress Ts. The significance of the para-

meter W+ in determining the physical characteristics of the flow of

a thin liquid film is discussed in Section 2.4. 1
Energy Transfer to the Liquid Film. Energy is transferred to.

the liquid film from the "hot" gas stream. A small percentage of

that energy is utilized for increasing the sensible enthalpy of the

liquid in the film. A significant percentage of that energy,

however, causes the evaporation of liquid which was raised to its

saturation state while flowing downstream.

If the solid surface wetted by the film is thermally insulated I
from the external environment (i.e., adiabatic), then, after that 1
surface is heated to an equilibrium temperature which is approximately

equal to that of the liquid film, all of the incident energy not I
utilized for increasing the sensible enthalpy of the liquid is utilized

to evaporate it On the other hand, if the solid surface is externally I
cooled, then a portion of the energy transferred to the liquid film

will be transferred through the liquid film and through the solid

surface to the external coolant. Thus, with external-regenerative

cooling of the solid surface, longer film-cooled lengths will be

realized for a given rate of coolant injection than is the case for £

an adiabatic solid surface.
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Heat Transfer "Blocking." The sapor produced by vaporizing the

liquid film coolant is convected and diffused into the boundary layer I
of the hot gas wetting the liquid film and establishes in turn a con- I
centration (or partial-pressure) boundary layer. In the process of

being transported away from the gas-liquid interface, the vapor I
serves an important function, referred to as the "blocking" of the

incident heat flux. In other words, as the vapor moves away I
from the gas-liquid interface it "absorbs" sensible heat, so that

it thus representc a counter-convective heat transfer mechanism.

Film termination. At station x = xI, in Fig. 2-1, the liquid I
film terminates, due to evaporation and possible entrainment of liquid

droplets into the gas stream. An undesirably high degree of droplet I
entrainment is known to arise when large wave crests, termed distur-

bances, occur on the surface of the liquid film. The phenomenon

of large disturbances on the surface of the film is termed film

instability and is discussed in Section 2.4.

Coupling of the Transport Processes and the Boundary Conditions.

Tha interdependence of the heat and mass transfer processes and the

related boundary conditions for the evaporation process is illustrated I
by the following points: j
(a) The rate at which energy is transferred to the liquid film and

the physical properties of the liquid (particularly its latent heat

of vaporization) determine the rate at which vapor is "injected" into

the gaseous boundary layer. I

I
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(b) The rate of "vapor injection" determines the degree of the

aforementioned "blockage" phenomenon and thus the net rate of

energy transfer to the liquid film.

(c) The concentration of the vapor at the interface is dependent

on the rate at which vapor is introduced into the boundary-layer

region (see Section 2.2.1, Eq. 2-23).

(d) The temperature at the interface is determined by the con-

centration of Lhe vapor at the interface (or, perhaps more cor-

rectly, the partial pressure of the vapor at the interface).

(e) The rate at which energy is transferred to the liquid film is

dependent on the thermal potential which exists between the main

stream and the gas-liquid interface.

The physics of the evaporation process thus require that for a

given set of bulk flow conditions (i.e., working fluids, main-stream

temperature,pressure, Reynolds number, Mach numbe., etc.), unique

values for each of the following must result: the rate at which energy

is transferred to the liquid film; the rate at which liquid is

evaporated; and the concentration of the vapor and the temperature

at the gas-liquid interface.

2.1.2 The Gas-Vapor-Cooled Region1

Figure 2-5 illustrates schematically what is defined as the gas-

vapor-cooled region, together with representative profiles of the

wall temperature for the cases where the wall is adiabatic and is

1 The terminology "vapor-cooled region" introduced in Refs (6) and (7)

would appear to be a misnomer in that the quantity ot relatively
cool gas which exists throughout the boundary layer at x-x contributes
substantially to the gas-vapor-cooled length.
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externally cooled The lenqth of the gar-vapor-cooled region, given

by x -x, in the figure, is defined as that in which the temperature

of an adiabati; surface, denotea by taw, increases from the t.-mpera-

ture of the liquid f'lm at x = xi, denoted by t s,, to the recovery

temperature for the main stream

I1 the surface downstream from the end of the liquid film is

cooled externally, then a wall temperature distribution such as that

denoted by tw in Fig 2-E results. In general, at any station

x .-x,, the rate of heat transfer to the external coolant is given by

qW= h; (ta - t)w:hw taw tw)

where h' is the appropriate heat transfer film coefficient to be

employed with the thermal potential (taw - tW) in the calculation of

the wall heat flux qw To either design an effective regeneratively-

cooled downstream region or determine the optimum location for intro-

ducing a second liquid-film-cooled region, it must be possible to

determine the streamwise distribution of qw for a prescribed distribu-

tion of t Hence, the basic problem is that of determining thew

streamwise distribution of the adiabatic-wall temperature, together

with the heat transfer film coefficient h' An analysis for the gas-w

vapor-cooled region is presented in "-ction 4 which considers those

two points.

I

I

!I

-2L- - • _T -• - ' ... - - U-• -- .. - --
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2.2 Conservation of Mass and Energy at theGas-Liquid Interface

The conservation of mass and energy across the gas-liquid inter-

face is considered in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively. Con-

sideration is given only to the case where the liquid film is non-

reactive and is stable, free from the consequences of large disturbances

(see Section 2.4). It is not assumed that the film is either smooth

(free from waviness) or laminar. Moreover, mass diffusion in the

boundary layer is treated as a binary process; i.e., the evaporated

vapor and the gas entrained from the main stream into the boundary

layer are considered as the two counter-diffusing species.

2.2.1 Interfacial Mass Balance

Figure 2-6 illustrates a general interfacial element for mass-

transfer, together with the several mass fluxes which are discussed

in the following paragraphs. The S- and L-surfaces presented in

Fig. 2-6 are defined as being placed in the gas-vapor phase and in

the liquid phase, respectively, at an infinitesimal distance from

the interface. Additional definitions and subscript notat"ion needed

to clarify Fig 2-6 are as follows:

Definitions:

(Pv) v = QvVv . Pv (v4Vd,v) (2-12)

(pv)g 9 = P g (VVgd,g) (2-13)

(pv) = (Pg + p v) v (2-14)

P t_= - the partial density for the "i" species; i=g,v
i - R t
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pi = the partial pressure for the "i" species; i-g,v

O= Ov + Og the density for the gas-vapor mixture

vi v + viid j the "total" velocity normal to the S- and L-

surfaces for the "i" spec-es; i:g,v

v the convective velocity normal to the 5- and L-surfaces.

v id = the diffusional velocity normal to the S- and L-surfaces

for the "i" species: i-g,v

Subs cripts

v - vapor

g - gas entrained from the main stream

L - evaluated at the L-surface

S - evaluated at the S-surface

d - diffusional cor'.onent of the subscripted parameter

A term having neither "v, "g" nor "L" as a subscript refers to the

gas-vapor midture-

Figure 2-6 "11ustrates that when the liquid coolant is evaporating

into a miedium other than its own vapor, mass transport is due to both

d•ftusion and convection. The relationships goverming the inter- j
dependence ot the different convective and diffusive mass fluxes

presented in Fiq 2-6 are derived in the followinq paragraphs

Ficks law relates the mass transfer by diffusion in the y

direction to the concentration gradient in the y direction, and is

expressed by

(,,vd)i -o (D'i)t) ' -•y) (i v,q) (2-15)
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where

C -- the concentration of the "i" species (i = g,v).

I
(D D ) the "effective" diffusin coefficient

I
In the case of a binary medium, to which the subject discussion is

restricted, the concentr3tlon gradients Cv/,)y and 3C g/y are

related byI
aC A
-V- = 2 q (2-16)3y ay

Equations 2-15 and 2-16 shjw that at any station y the rates of mass

diffusion of the vapor, '•vd)v, and the gas, (Ovd)g, are related by

(;vd)g - (Ovd)v (2-17)

Since the interface is impermeable to the gas, the diffusive flux

I of gas towards the liquid surface is exactly equal to the convective

t flux of qas away from the liquid surface; i e ,the net transport of
1

gas at the surface of the liquid film is zero. Thus

(cvd) " - I vV) (2-16)g,S (j '

I
Hence

SVd,g,S - (2-19)

Note, however, that the concentration of the gas is always greater
than zero at the interface
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Equations 2-17 and 2-19 can be combined to yield

(PVd)v,S (1 - Cvs)(Pv)S (2-20)

Equations 2-12 and 2-20 can be combined to yield

(PV)s = (PV)vS (2-21)

Hence, Eqs. 2-20 and 2-21 show that at the interface, the diffusive

rate of vapor transport, (pvd)v,S, and the total rate of vapor

transport, (oV)v,S, are related by

(ovd)v,S ( - Cv,S)(cv)v,S (2-22)

It follows from the conservation of the evaporating species

across the interface and from Equations 2-21, 2-22, and 2-15, that

(PV)v,S (PV)L (Pv)S - -.(D+Dd) C ] (2-23)

Equations 2-15, 2-17, 2-19, 2-22, and 2-23 describe, for the

process of evaporation, the pertinent relationships between the several

mass fluxes presented in Fig 2-6 Those equations also can be

written in terms of the partial pressure of the vapor Consider

Eq 2-15: from the definitions of the concentration of the vapor,

Cv, and the partial pressure of the vapor, P v, it follows that

3Cv Pv R, R Pv+ R (2-24)ay Ty -TV'.p- p Ry- 9- a
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The perfect gas constant for the gas-vapor mixture can be written

as

R C v Rv + (1-C ) R (2-25)

Hence

Ay (Rv - R ) ay (2-26)
ay~ ~ v aY

Substituting Eq. 2-26 into Eq. 2-24, solving for aCv/ay; and utiliz-

ing Eq. 2-25 yields

3•C v R 2 1 aP v
v(2.27a)

ay R Rg p ay

]'Cv R B~v (2.27b)

P-Pv Rv ay

Substituting Eq. 2-27a intc Eq. 2-15 yields the following expression

for the diffusive rate of vapor transport at any station y:

R 2 1 2Pv(OVd)v = - 0 (D+Dt) Rg R 5 3y (2-28)
g v

Equations 2-27b and 2-23 can be combined to yield the following

expression for the conservation of mass across the interface:

=(D+Dt) R apv- (2-29)
(OV)s = (ov)L = (oV)v,S R v (p-pv) 7y_

S
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2.2.2 Interfacial Energy Balance

Figure 2-7 illustrates a general energy-transfer interface

element placed at the surface of a stable, non-reactive liquid film.

The different energy fluxes involved are defined as follows:
at

(1) qs - (k -)S= the rate at which energy is transferred across

the S-surface by conduction

(2) q 1 z (k 1-)L = the rate at which energy is transferred across

the L-surface by conduction.

(3) (ov) v,Shv'S the rate at which energy is convected across

the S-surface by the evaporated vapor.,

(4) (ov) L hL = the rate at which energy is convected across the L-

surface by the evaporating liquid.

(5) qr,s = the rate at which energy is transferred across the

S-surface by radiation

(6) qr,L z the rate at which energy is transferred across the

L-surface by radiation

(7) (KE)s (ov)S (1- + -2) = the rate at which kinetic energy

associated with the gas-vapor phase crosses the S-surface.
"UL

(8) (KE) 1  (Pv)L (- -4-) the rate at which kinetic energy

associated with the liquid phase crosses the L-surface.

Since the net transport of the gas at the surface of the liquid

film is zero, only the transport of enthalpy associated with the

evaporated vapor fsee Item (3) above) needs be considered on the

gas-vapor side of the interface, It is desirable, therefore, that
ISee discussion leading to Eq 2-18.
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1

I FIG. 2-7. AN ENERGY-TRANSFER INTERFACE ELEMENT
FOR A STABLE, NON-REACTIVE LIQUID FILM
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the vapor have a relatively large specific heat so that the vapor

will cause a large amount of thermal "blockage."

In view of Eq. 2-23, the energy balance for the interface

element illustrated in Fig- 2-7 can be written as follows:

qS = q-(KE)S - (KE)1j+ (p)~vSh)( - (2-30)

1 II III IV V

Term IV in Eq. 2-30 can be rewritten in the form

(Pv) S &Hv

where AHv is the latent heat of vaporization for the liquid coolant

which corresponds to the saturation conditions prescribed by the

partial pressure of the vapor at the interface. If the partial

pressure of the vapor at the interface is equal to or greater than

the critical pressure for the liquid coolant, then term IV in

Eq 2-30 is identically zero. In most instances, term III in

Eq. 2-30 can be considered negligible in comparison to a term

such as term I Thus, neglecting term III, Eq. 2-30 can be rewritten

to yield

qL q r,L 2 qs * qr,s - (Pv)S alv (2-31)

Equation 2-31 is the general energy balance for conditions at the

interface. To obtain a better understanding of what is involved

in evaluating the left-hand side of Eq. 2-31, the cnergy balance for

the entire liquid film must be considered, and that energy balance

is developed in the following section.



2.3 Energy Balance on the Liquid Film

2.3.1 General Energy Balance

Figure 2-8 illustrates diagrammatically a control volume

placed within a stable, non-reactive liquid film. The following

energy fluxes may be defined:

(1) mo h,,o = the rate of enthalpy transfer into the control

volume per unit spanwise length due to the continuous in-

jection of film coolant.

(2) qw (k jt) = the rate of conduction of heat from the

liquid film to the wall.

'(3) qr,w = the rate of radiant energy transfer to the wall.

The rate of injection of liquid into the control volume

illustrated in Fig. 2-8 per unit spanwise length is denoted by mo.

From the conservation of liquid film coolant it follows that

xl

mo f (ov)S dx (2-32)
x0

Employing Eq. 2-32, the energy balance for the control volume

presented in Fig. 2-8 is given by

Y Y.I

xo (qL + q r,L) Ox L ()v)s(thLhI , + q + r,w ]dx (2-33)

Equation 2-33 is the general energy balance for the liquid film.

For the pecial case where the summatien of the terms under
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each of the integral signs in Eq. 2-33 is independent of x, the

integral signs can be removed and one obtains a local energy balance

for the liquid film. Furthermore, the relationship obtained after

f removing the integral signs can be combined with Eq. 2-31, obtaining

thereby a local energy balance at the interface. Thus!
qs + qr,s = qw + qr,w + (Pv)S(hL- hl ,0)+(Pv)s AHv (2-34)

1 In many liquid-film cooling applications of interest, however,

the terms under the integral signs in Eq. 2-33 are not independent

of the streamwise coordinate x. Of particular interest is the

problem of liquid-film cooling an exhaust nozzle wherein severe

pressure gradients are common, and wherein the various terms in

Eq. 2-33 are most certainly functions of x. In such a situation

it is difficult to appraise the error involved when it is assumed

that Eq. 2-34 is the local energy balance at the interface. In

particular, it is difficult to appraise the error due to assuming

J that the portion of the incident heat flux utilized for increasing

the sensible enthalpy of the liquid is equal to (ov)s (hL - hIlo),

as given by Eq. 2-34. Since Eq. 2-34 is much more convenient to

J employ, however, than is Eq. 2-31, further consideration of the

problem is worthwhile. A method for experimentally investigating

that problem is suggested in Section 3.3.1.

t
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2 3,2 Simplified Energy Balances Employed by Previous Investigators

Knuth (8) simplified the general interfacial energy balance (see

Eq 2-31) by assuming, in essence, that

qr,s 4 qL , qr,L

In other words, Knuth equated the radiant energy incident on the sur-

face of the liquid film to the energy utilized for increasing the

sensible enthalpy of the liquid coolant plus the energy transferred

to the solid surface wetted by the film. (In Knuth's experimental

investigation, the wetted surface was approximately adiabatic-)

Knuth, therefore, employed the following interfacial energy balance

Thus

qs = (ov)S AHv (2-35)

Crocco (9) utilized the same interfacial energy balance as

Knuth, but Crocco's reasoning was somewhat different. He assumed

that the rate of radiant ene-gy trarfer to the liquid film was

negligible and that the wetted surf .ce was adiabatic Crocco

further assumed that in a so-called "first period of existence,"

all of the film coolant was heated to equilibrium saturation

conditions, and that for the major portion of the liquid-flow

regime, all of the energy incident on the liquid film was utilized

for evaporating it. Moreover, the analysis was concerned only with

that major portion of the liquid-flow regime
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Graham (10), Sellers (11), Kinney (5), and Emmons (6) employed

an interfacial energy balance which is a simplification of Eq. 2-34.

First, it was assumed that the radiant energy transfer was negligible.

Furthermore, in the experimental investigations conducted by Graham,

Kinney, and Sellers, and in a portion of the experimental investigation

conducted by Emmons, the wetted surfac- was essentially adiabatic.

Thus, the interfacial energy balanceemployed by those investigators for

the case where the wetted surface was adiabatic is

qs = (pv)s (hLChlo) + (Pv)s AHv (2-36)

2.4 Gas-Liquid Interactions

The specification of the physical characteristics of the gas-

liquid interface is of primary importance in the analysis of liquid-

film cooling. Considerable experimental data are available that

indicate that the interfacial structure has a considerable influence

on the flow rate of film coolant required for establishing a

specified liquid-film-cooled length (5)(8)(10)(11). Of particular

significance is the phenomenon of film instability which causes the

entrainment of liquid coolant droplets by the flowing gas stream.

The physical nature of the gas-liquid interface is discussed in

Section 2.4.1 and the phenomena of film instability and entrain-

ment are discussed in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 Interfacial Structures

There appear to be three distinct interfacial structures

associated with the process of liquid-film cooling that are of
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interest. Figure 2-9 presents photographs of each of those inter-

facial structures. The photographs were taken during certain pre- I

liminary investigations conducted at the Jet Propulsion Center,

Purdue University (12). The following features of the basic flow m

system and of the photographic apparatus are noteworthy: (a) the

gaseous and liquid phases were air and deionized water, respectively;

(b) the gaseous flow was turbulent; (c) a 35 mm camera equipped with I
a close-copy lens was employed in conjunction with a stroboscopic

light source, which had a flash time of 2 microseconds, so that the I
gas side of the two-phase interface could be photographed; and (d)

the optical line of sight was at an angle of 100 with respect to the I
wptted test surface which was a highly polished, flat, stainless I
steel plate having a spanwise dimension of 4 ins..

The photographs presented in Fig. 2-9 were taken when the static I
pressure and the main-stream temperature had values of 220 psia and

1000 R, respectively. Flow parameters which were not common to all

of the photographs are specified in the appropriate subtitles of

lig. 2-9; they are the main-stream velocity, ue, the position down-

stream of the point of liquid-film coolant injection at which the

photographs were taken, x - x0, and the rate of liquid-film coolant

injection per inch of injector slot width, mo- I
The interfacial structure presented in Fig. 2-9a is characterized

by its extreme smoothness. In that particular photograph there is

shown a ½ in. diameter cylindrical plug which protrudes approximately

0.001 in. above the surface of the polished stainless steel surface.
SI

I
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!i x-scOle: I In.I

0 4

a. smooth (ue:88 fps , x-xo=9ins, mo:O.O01 Ib/in-sec)

I,

b. pebbled" u, Ue5Of ps, x-Xo=5ins, mo=zO'O02 Ib/in-sec)I

c."pebbled" (Ue= 130fps, X-xo= 5ins, m'rO.1OO Ib/in-sec)

44

c.pbld-u:3fs x 0 :is, r%.OO I/-ec)

d. unstable ( u 130 fps ,X-Xoz5ins, mro a-0045 Ib/in-sec)

FIG. 2-9. CHARACTERISTIC INTERFACIAL STRUCTURES
FOR LIQUID-FILM COOLING
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The fortuitous presence of that surface irregularity serves to

indicate that a liquid film which has a smooth interfacial

structure is, in general, very thin and sensitive to relatively

small surface roughnesses. The smooth character of the inter-

facial structure is apparently due to the fact that the liquid film

is so thin and viscous that any disturbances imparted to it as a

consequence of turbulent velocity fluctuations in the adjacent gas

phase are completely suppressed or "damped out." Because of the

aforementioned sensitivity of a thin film to surface roughnesses,

it is highly improbable that the liquid films employed for liquid-

film cooling the walls of a rocket thrust chamber will have an

extremely smooth interfacial structure.

The interfacial structure presented in Figs. 2-9b and 2-9c

is quite common and is characterized by its "pebbled" appearance

The small disturbances which are evident on the surface of the liquid

film are apparently a consequence of turbulent velocity fluctuations

in the gas phase flowing past the liquid film (13). The liquid film

i5 sufficiently thin and viscous that small disturbances which appear

on its surface do not amplify and cause film instability. (It should

not be implied, however, that there may not exist turbulent stresses

in the liquid film.) The difference in the scale of the interfacial

disturbances for the two "pebbled" interfaces presented in Fig 2-9

is due primarily to a corresponding difference in the scale of the

turbulence in the adjacent flowing gas; the turbulence scale of the

gas phase decreases with increasing gas mass flow rate. That relation-

ship between the gas mass flow rate and the nature of the "pebbled"
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interfacial structure has been observed previously (5)(8)(13X14).

The interfacial structure presented in Fig. 2-9d defines the

phenomenon of film instability; the latter is characterized by

the existence of large-scale disturbances which are turbulent in

nature, and which are superimposed on a "pebbled" interfacial

structure The phenomenon of film instability and the related

phenomenon of liquid entrainment are discussed in the following

section.

24.2 Film Instabili~y and Entrainment

A large degree of liquid entrainment is known to occur when

large-scale disturbances appear on the surface of a liquid film

(15). Such entrainment reduces the effectiveness of the liquid-

film cooling process in either or both of two ways:

1. If the entrained coolant is convected out of the region which

is to be liquid-film cooled before it is evaporated, then a cor-

responding loss in liquid-film cooling effectiveness arises due to

the incomplete utilization of the available heat of vaporization

associated with the flow of the liquid-film coolant.

2. If the entrained liquid droplets are evaporated immediately upon

leaving the interface, then the corresponding multi-fold increase

in the specific volume of the coolant upon evaporation will have a

disturbing effect on the gaseous boundary layer structure which,

in turn, might tend to promote the degree of turbulent heat, mass,

and momentum transport near the gas-liquid interface. Luikov (16,

17) has termed such a phenomenon volumetric boiling.

t.
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Thus, a problem of primary importance is that concerned with

the specification of (a) the physical conditions under which small-

scale interfacial disturbances will amplify and cause film

instability, and (b) the degree of and the effects of liquid

coolant entrainment once transition has occurred. Intuitively,

parameters which may be of importance in a formulation of the

solution to the above problem are as follows:

(i) the interfacial shear stress, Ts, which represents the degree

to which the gaseous flow regime tends to deform the liquid film;

(ii) the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, u,, which is a measure of

the resistance of the liquid film to deformation;

(iii) the thickness of the liquid film, 6f9 which represents the

extent to which the gas-liquid interface experiences the stabilizing

influence of the wetted solid surface;

(iv) the kinematic viscosity of the liquid, v,, which is a measure

of the damping characteristics of the liquid film;

(v) the interfacial density ratio, pS/pl, which represents the

relative inertia characteristics of the two phases, and is a measure

of the degree to which a turbulent velocity fluctuation in the gaseous

phase will influence the liquid-flow regime;

(vi) the dynamic viscosity ratio pS/ ul, which is a measure of the

discontinuity in the velocity profile at the gas-liquid interface;

and

(vii) the surface tension of the liquid phase.

References (5)(13)(14)(15) have experimentally investigated the

phenomenon of film instability. Subsequent attempts to correlate the
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inception of film instability have employed the dimensionless liquid-

flow rate W+ (see Eq. 2-10). It is of interest to note that W+ com-

bines the individual influences of the parameters (l)-(iv) listed

above into a single parameter.

The motivation for attempting to correlate the inception of film

instability in terms of the single parameter W arises from the

following facts which characterize single phase turbulent flow:

(a) a universal relationship between u+ and y+ (the "law-of-the-wall")

characterizes the "inner" region (y+ c 1000) of the wall turbulent

region ; and (b) the distance normal to the wall at which turbulent

forces are of the same order of importance as the viscous forces

is defined approximately by 15 y+ <20 and 90 < + 150 (5)(18).

Thus, the transition state for the liquid-flow regime would be

characterized by corresponding limits of S+ and W if the following

basic hypothesis is physically correct: (1) parameters (v)-(vii),

presented in the foregoing, do not appreciably affect the transi-

tion characteristics of the liquid-flow regime; (2) the liquid-flow

regime obeys the universal "law-of-the-wall" as established for

single phase flow; and (3) transition occurs when the turbulent

forces in the region of the liquid film close to the gas-liquid

interface are of the same order of importance as the viscous forces.

While a large percentage of the experimental data tends to

substantiate the foregoing simple hypothesis (5)(15), a limited

amount of data has been obtained which indicates that the simple

hypothesis may not give a complete characterization of the phenomena.
1 See Fig. 2-3.
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For example, experimental observations indicate that the critical

value of WV increases slightly with decreasing surface tension (5),

and that the parameter US/Ul may also be significant in defining

the transition state (13)(14). Furthermore, at relatively low values

of the gas stream Reynolds numberl(<104) it is known that the

critiral value of W+ can increase significantly (19); i.e., the

transition state is a function of both the Reynolds number for the

gas stream and W4 . It would appear, however, that at values of the

gas stream Reynolds number which are most commonly associated with

the gas flow in a rocket thrust chamber (>105), the dependence of

the critical value of W+ on the Reynolds number for the gas stream

is negligible (5)(14)(19).

For the practical design of a liquid-film-cooled system which

is characterized by gas-stream Reynolds numbers greater than 105,

the following generalized results given by Kinney, et al. (5) appear

to be adequate until a more complete theory is formulated and sub-

stantially verified:

1. In the situation where the evaporation rate is negligible, and

wherein m' is thus independent of the streamwise coordinate x, the

inception of film instability is approximately defined by Wo = 90

where

W+ - m o

0 (2-37)

The viscosity ul in Eq. 2-37 is evaluated at a streamwise-mean

liquid-film temperature.

The Reynolds number referred to on this page is Rdt defined on

page 57.
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i
2. In the case of liquid-film cooling, wherein the value of W+

varies from a nonzero value at x = xo to zero at x =x, , the

onsetof a high degree of liquid entrainment--which accompanies a

corresponding decrease in liquid-film cooling effectiveness--is

approximately defined by Wo = 360.

Graham (10,20) experimentally investigated the relationship

between the effectiveness of liquid-film cooling and the phenomenon

of liquid entrainment. He introduced a stability effectiveness es

defined by

C = O' (2-38)
s o,a

where

M r1i = the ideal rate of coolant consumption (zero entrainment).

1111 m'c = the actual rate of coolant consumption.

Graham correlated c in terms of W+ utilizing the experimental data

of References (5) and (10); the resultant correlation for smooth-

tube flow is presented in Fig. 2-10. It should be noted that the

correlation was devPloped utilizing the assumption that the heat

transfer film coefficient hs' is independent of Wo. There appear

to exist, however, considerable experimental data which indicate
i+

that h' is significantly dependent on W the latter phenomenon is

discussed in Section 3.2.

I

1
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The stability effectiveness ,- represents a measure of an

effe't of the entrainment phenomenon rather than a direct measure

of the actual quantity of coolant which is entrained by a flowing

gas stream. The latter problem has been experimentally investigated

by Hewitt, et al. (21) for the case of annular two phase flow. in

that subject investigation the quanti.y of entrained liquid was

g determined by employing a sampling probe which traversed the central

core of the two-phase flow field. It was observed that below a

critical value of liquid flow rate, the entrainment was negligible;
the critical state was approximately defined by W+ = 90 (15).

0

As the liquid flow rate increased above the critical value, the

ltrainment of liquid into the central gas core increased

correspondingly. It was observed, however, that the degree of

entrainment increased with increasing rate of gas flow as well as

with increasing rate of liquid flow. Furthemore, additional

experirents conducted at different system pressures indicated that

the degree of entrainment increased with decreased pressure, the mass

flow rate of gas being held constant, Those two facts would indicate

that the interfacial shear stress T 'n addition to the dimensionlessS'

liquid flow rate W , might be of siqnificance in determining the actual
0

quantity of coolant which is entrained by a flowing gas stream,

The value, of tre experimental parameters investigated by Hewitt,

et al. (21) were sigrificantly different from those which would

normally characterize ai application of liquid-film cooling. In

particular, th2 temperature and pressure employed were essentiallY

ambient and the evaporative rate of mass transfer was zero. It is

K
I
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impossible, therefore, to determine from those data the relation-

ship which exists between the stability effectiveness cs

and the actual quantity of coolant which is entrained by a flowing

gas stream. It would appear that a need exists for additional

experimental investigation of the phenomenon of liquid entrainment-
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i

3. ANALYZING THE LIQUID-FILM-COOLED REGION

A review of the previous analyses for liquid-film cooling is

presented in Section 3.1, and a review of some pertinent experimental

data is presented in Section 3 2. The latter serves to illustrate the

limitations of those analyses that are reviewed, and provides the moti-

vation for the alternate correlation procedure that is presented in

Section 3 3 for heat-mass transfer data that are obtained in liquid-

film cooling experimentsi
3.1 A Review of the Previous Analyses

Table 1 compares the analyses due to Knuth (8), Sellers. (11)(22),

Graham (10), Rannie (2 3 )J, and Emmons (6). Column I of that table shows

that similar sets of eqia',ions are employed in the analyses due to

Knuth, Sellers, Geakam. "Ind Rannie; consequently, those analyses are

considered _o:ncu-rently in Section 3.1 1. Because the analysis due

to Eninon, i., Ln• most recent analysis developed, and also since it

dif-'cr-; *-.aaamentally from the earlier analyses, that analysis is

considei,• separately in Section 3 1 2

The fundamental steps that are common to each of the subject

analyses are outlined briefly below:

Step I. Elementary boundary-layer theory is employed to analyze the

gaseous-flow regime above the liquid film In the analyses due to Knuth,

1 As modified for liquid-film cooling by Sloop (24).
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Rannie, Sellers, and Graham, the Prardtl-Taylor theory (18) is extended

to include the effects of mass transfer. In the analysis due to Emmons,

the theory developed by Turcotte (25) for the case of the transpired

turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate is extended to the case of

liquid-film cool 4ng The result of those developments is basically an

1,2analytical expression for the following non-dimensiona1 parameter

Thus

(PV)s Cpv (t e'ts)

(3-1)

where

qs = the rate at which energy is transferred across the S-surface3

by conduction.

(ov. = the r'ate at which mass is transferred across the S-surface

by convection

•e = the temperature at the zdge of the boundary layer, or on the

axis of the duct.

ts = the tempeiiture at the gas-liquid interface,

c = the specific heat for the vapor.

Step 2. Another expression is devieloped for the parameter 6 by consider-
4

;ng the conservaticn of energy across the gas-liquid intirface

1 The parameter was denoted by H in the original anyses due to Sellers,

and is r:%.1ted to the Stanton number for heat t-ansfer, defined by
Eq 3-25

See Table 1. r(,lui'n III
3 See Section 2 2 1 'or the definition of the S-surface.

See Talke ie column V

t
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That expression for B combined with the expression for B obtained in

Step I yields, in principle, a single equation in the single unknown

(Pv)S.

Step 3. Finally, from the conservation of mass for the liquid-film

coolant, the coolant flow rate mo' is related to the liquid-film-cooled

length L by

mo = (pv)s L (3-2)1

Equation 3-2, which relates m Iand L, is what is desired as the result
0

of each analysis.

In completing Step 1, which constitutes the major part of each

analysis, there arises more unknown quantities than there are inde-

pendent equations. To circumvent that difficulty, one of the following

methods is employed: 2

(a) Empirical formulae, based on zero mass transfer, are employed to

obtain approximate values for the unknown quantities needed for completing

the solution- The appropriateness of the assumptions employed is deter-

mined by comparing the analytical predictions with experimental data (8)

(23).

(b) Some of the unknown quantities needed for completing the solution

are approximated by means of empirical formulae, and the remainder are

determined experimentally. An obvious disadvantage of the latter method

1 Equation 3-2 follows from Eq. 2-32 and Assumption (1.f) of the analyti-

cal model that is presented in the following section.
2 See Table 1, column IV.
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is that the final analytical expression cannot be applied with confi-

dence to situations that differ significantly from that for which the

unknowns were determined. Sellers determined two unknowns and Graham

and Emmons each determined one unknown from experimental data.

3.1.1 The Analyses Due to Rannie, Sellers, Graham, and Knuth

Discussed in the present section are the fundamental developments

that relate to the completion of Step 1 for the subject analyses.

The Physical and Analytical Models. Figure 3-1 illustrates

schematically a physical model characteristic of those employed by

References (8)(11)(22)(10)(23), The assumptions common to the different

analytical models are as follows:

(1)M The partial derivatives of the following parameters with respect to

the streamwise coordinate x are zero:

(1.a) the streamwise component of velocity, u;

(l.b) the static temperature of the gas stream, t;

(1.c) the partial pressure of the vapor, Pv;

(1.d) the interfacial shear stress, Ts;

(1.e) the rate at which heat is transferred across the S-surface

by conduction, qs; and

(i.f) the rate at which mass is transferred across the S-surface

by convection (pv)s.

(2) The gaseous flow regime is subdivided into an "effective" laminar

sublayer, bounded by y = 0 and y = 6, and a turbulent core, bounded by

y = 6 and y = A.

1 Assumption (1) is equivalent to either the assumption of fully-
developed-pipe flow or the assumption of Couette flow.
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FIG. 3-1. A SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE
PHYSICAL MODEL EMPLOYED IN THE
SUBJECT ANALYSES
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(3) The wetted surface is adiabatic.

(4) The liquid-film coolant is non-reactive, and the interfacial sur-

face is stable.

(5) The flowing gas is incompressible, and its properties may be

evaluated at a suitable reference temperature.

(6) The effects of mass transfer upon heat tran;fer and n;omentvm

transfer are important only in the laminar sublhyer (except in Knuth's

analysis where said effects are also considered in the turbulent core).

(7W The turbulent Prandt) number and Schmidt number, defined by

Prt - -t c P and Sc --- respectively, are unity.t~ k tt P D '

(8) The surface velocity of the liquid film is negligible compared to

the main-stream velocity ue.

(9) Across the "thin" laminar sublayer it can be assumed that

(9Ma) (pv) -= Rp ty v constant = (Pv)S (3-3)

(9 ) U- (OV) u = constant n T (3-4)
dy ~S

(M.r) kdt t(p4- c t = constant qS- (pv)s c ts (3-5)1dy - PVs Cpv =Sp

It is argued in Ref. (26), pp. 10-12, that the specific heat for
the vapor in Eq. 3-5 should be replaced by the specific heat for
the gas-vapor mix 'ure. However, that argument is incorrect due
to the fact that the diffusive mode of mass transoort was not
considered (see the developments leading to Eqs. 2-18 and 2-30).
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The Resistance of the Laminar Sublayer to-Momentum Transfer. It

follows Mhat by integrating Eq. 3-4 and substituting the limits u = 0

at y = 0 and u = u6 at y = 6, one obtains an equation for the resistance

of the laminar sublayer to momentum transfer. In dimensionless form,

that equation is

u. = Ts (Pu)e (P)s (3-6)

ue peu (pv)S (exp U -1}

The Resistance of the Laminar Sublayer to Heat Transfer. It

follows that by integrating Eq. 3-5 and introducing the limits t = t'

at y = 0 and t = t 6 at y = 6, one obtains an equation for the resis-

tance of the laminar sublayer to heat transfer. In non-dimensional

form that equation is

t6 -t s=1C P P)
texp (Pr - Ps 6) -11 (3-7)t e _ ts = c {x(P p P

The Resistance of the Laminar Sublayer to Mass Transfer. Of the

subject analyses, only that analysis due to Knuth includes a speci-

fication of the vapor-partial-pressure field (or its equivalent,

the vapor-concentration field). In general, the specification of that

field may be desirable for one or more of the following reasons: (a)

the evaluation of the physical and transport properties; (b) the evalua-

tion of the energy released by chemical reactions in the case where the

liquid-film coolant is reactive; and (c) the determination of the



temperature at the gas-liquid interface--whicth is uniquely related to

the partial pressure of the vapor at the interface. If that tempera-

ture must be known with a high degree of acLiracy, the approximation1

introduced by Graham, Sellers, and Emmons is inappropriate. Knuth

considered the problem of specifying the partial-pressure field for

the latter reason.

For completeness, the specification of the partial pressure dis-

tribution is considered herein, Integrating Eq. 3-3 and imposing the

limits Pv = Pv's at y = 0 and pv = Pv,6 at y = 6, the equation is

obtai-ied for the resistance of the laminar sublayer to mass transport,

which in non-dimensional form is given by

P Pv,_ R (pv)s
- = exp (Sc R- 6) (3-8)P- Pv's

ihe Relative Resistance of the Turbulent Core to Mass, Momentum,

and Heat Transfer (the Reynolds Analogy). A logical extension of the

Reynolds analogy (18)(27) to hedt, mass, and momentum transfer in the

Luruuerit coc • ,' d•uC-.bIUw regOiL lb

(mass flux) (momentum flux)y __ (heat flux)y Y

Tmass flux)y : 6 (momentum flux)y (6 heat uxy 6

The above relationship can be written more explicitly in two ways:

(a) based on the diffusive rates of transport only, and (b) based on

the total rates of transport (diffusion plus convection). Rannie,

Sellers, and Graham employed method (a); Knuth employed method (b).

The approximation being that the temperature of the liquid film

equals the saturation temperature .f the filn, coolant which cor-
responds to the static pressure p.



The Reynolds analogy which considers only the diffusive mode

of transport can be written as follows, Thus I
dv I

,-DpR du dt"Dt P- PvF -p dt d-A kt d-•39
dy d y= t dy

--- 6 (9 qI (

where I
eq6 : the rate at which energy is transferred across the surface

y = 6 by conduction j
(pv), = the rate at which mass is transferred across the surface

y = 6 by convection. I
: the shear stress at y =6.

Integrating Eq 3-9, substituting the appropriate limits at y = 6

and at y = A, and introducing Assumption (7), yields

R p-p (pv) (pv) _
vne)p (ue - u6) q (te t6) cp (3-10)SInRv V,6 6•

(a) (b) (c) I
The Reynolds analogy that c(nsiders both convective and diffusive

rates of transport can be written in the following form (8): 1
-Dt p R dpv du Dt RQ dpv I
v v y - v-

---dPyv:6  T 6 6- (00 u

(3-11)

k c Dt o R dp v C I
t- + v - p) d

q6 - (v)6 cv t 6
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Integrating Eq. 3-11, substituting the appropriate limits at y 6

and at y = A, and employing Assumption (7), one obtains (8)

p - p(Pv)6R ln (PPv..e) In {1 + -( up}

Rv Pv,6 T e6 6e

(3-12)
c (Pv) 6

- I in (1 + q (te - t6 ) c P
Cpvq P

Equations 3-10 and 3-12 are the two ways in which the Reynolds

analogy can be employed to describe the relative resistance of the

turbulent core to the transfer of heat, mass, and momentum. It should

be noted that Assumption (9) (see page 47), which was employed to

derive the equations for the laminar sublayer, is a special case of

the Reynolds analogy that considers both-diffusive and convective

transport (Eq. 3-11), To consider two of the analyses due to Sellers,

the Reynolds analogy that considers only diffusive heat and momentum

transport must also be written for the laminar sublayer; i.e.,

k dt
dy = -p dt a constant across the q (3-13)du Pr du laminar sublayer 7s T6

Integrating Eq. 3-13 across the sublayer and substituting the appro-

priate limits, one obtains1

1 Sellers states that Eq. 3-14 implies that the velocity and temperature
profiles in the laminar sublayer are assumed to be linear (11, p. 20);
however, since Eq. 3-13 needs not be so restricted, it would appear
that qualifying statem"'t by Sellers is unnecessary.



"t s P r S Pr q• (3-1r)

U Cp r C
6 p P6

(a) (b', (c)

Comp-aring the Analyses, Equations 3-3 through 3-8 plus Eqs. 3-10,

3-12, and 3-14 represent the relationships from which the analyses due

to Rannie, Sellers, Graham, and Knuth have been developed Table 1,

p. 42, indicates the specific equations that are employed in each of

the subject analyses (column I), together with the unknowns that are

eliminated between those equations (column II) and the resultant

analytical expression for the parameter 6 (column III) Also presented

in that table are the empirical formulae and/or experimental Jata that

are employed in each of the subject analyses (column IV), and the

interf;%ripl heat balance that is employed (column V)

3 1 2 The Analysis Due to Emmons I

Physical and Analytical Models. The physical and analytical

models presented in Section 3 1 1 are applicable to the anaiy'iz " Id
to Emmons, with the exception of Assumptions (2) and (9), Assumption (2)

rI'
L;1. % rc; -. ,,,uv " gaseous-fluw regimc is subdivided

into a turbulent core and a viscous sublayer region wherein the following

eddy-viscosity relationship proposed by Turcotte (25) applies:

+I
"t sii2 + y+ +

sin.13. (y ,+" 6 ?52.4) (3-15)

To ;reprove the clarity, completeness, and correctness of the original

analysis due to Emmons, the developments and the final solution
presented herein differ from that orig'nally presented by Enmnons;
however, the analytical and physical models are the same.
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The parameter b in Eq. 3-15 must be determined experimentally.

Assumption (9) should be modified slightly in accordance with the

new definition of the sublayer region; i.e., the molecular thermal

conductivity k and dynamic viscosity u should be replaced by their

"effective" values, denoted by k + kt and u + Pt, respectively.

An additional significant assumption employed by Envnons is that

the molecular Prandtl number, defined by Pr = , is equal to unity.

Ts Related to q, (The Reynolds Analogy). To relate the inter-

facial shear stress Ts to the heat flux qs, Emmons assumed that the

basic Reynolds analogy, written as follows, is valid for the entire

gaseous-flow regime:

dt -- + .t
k + k Pt d r_" Prt dt cdt XqS (3-16)

76. 1,t + pt- Cp -d- = p -u" s(-6

Integrdting Eq, 3-16 and substituting the appropriate limits at y - 0

and at y A, one obtains

St -t
c (3-17)p ue

Evaluatin__ s,. To evaluate the interfaclal shear stress s

Unnuons employs a relationship that was derived by Turcotte (25, Eq. 15)

for the case of the transpired turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate.

The parameter b was introduced by Turcotte Into the relationship

originally proposed by Rannie (28) for the case of zero mass
transfer; the parameter b accounts for the fact that it is not
completely clear as to whether+ is the correct shear stress to
employ in the calculation of y



Thus

i- v s13 89
T exp --- /- bs s,o(sl)

(T I
where

Ts,o = the shear stress at the wall in the absence of mass transfe

As indicated in Table 1, Eqs 3-17 and 3-18 constitute an analytical

solution for the parameter a. Since Emmons misquotes and misinterprets 2

Fq. 3-18, it is of value to outline Turcotte's derivation of that

equaticn. By combining Eqs. 3-43 and 3-15, Turcotte obtains the follow-

ing equation for the shedr stress distribution in the sublayer region.

Thus
h uT U {1 + sinh2 ( )}-!L--) d + (pv) L (3-19)

13,89 dy Ts

Integrating Eq. 3-19 and substitutinr the limit u = 0 at y = 0, one

obtains the equation due to Turcotte for the velocity profile in the

viscous sublayer. Thus i

- exp { tanh -1 (3-20)
u p- _ (si)½ b 13 89 _

/_ _S

Combining Eqs, 3-19 and 3-20, one obtains the following equation for

the shear stress profile in the viscous bublayer: I
1 Emmons writes Eq 3-18 incorrectly He replaces '.he quantity

(0/sp) by (s /0)• (see Ref (6), Eq B-II)

See Ref (6), pp 84, 85, 91

3 With w replaced by v + Ut
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Turrotte then int-oduces the 3ssumpt on that the turbulent core ex-

ternal to the vt sc,'Js sublayer region is unaffected by the mass

transfer at the wall Since, in the absence of mass transfer,

the wall region defined by y 1000 is a constant-stress layer

(18), it follows that

S4 ,o (3-22)

and that

limit tanh (Yi -b 1 (3-23)
1 89~

y .+ 25 4

Equations 3-22 and 3-23 thus reduce Eq 3-21 to Eq 3-18.

Coppýariso.n uf Emmons' Analysis with the Analyses Due to Sellers,

Graham, Rannie, and Knuth Talile 1, p 42, compares the analysis due

to Emmons with those analyses discussed in Section 3 1.1 Column III

oi that table presents two analytical expressi',s for the paranmer 8

under the analysis due to Emnons: (a) the expression due to Emmons

(6, Eq B-19); and (b) the corrected expression derived by the writer

3 2 A Review of th- Pertinent Experimental Data

The anolyses reviewed in Section 3 1 are uased on the premise that

when the liquid film is stable, the analytical Lid physical mode's fur

Iiqui.c-film cooling and transpiration cooling may br considered
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substantially identical. That is, the surface of the liquid film may

be treated as a zero-velocity, aerodynamically smooth porous surface

through which the vapor is "injected" into the adjacent boundary layer.

Moreover, the concept of the viscous sublayer is introduced, that

concept having-been employed with success in the analysis of trans-

piration cooling. A review of some pertinent experimental data is

presei'ted here to demonstrate .that there-is-a serious question regarding

the validity of that premise. Discussed in Section 3.2.1 are heat-

mass transfer data that indicate both the limitations of those theories

reviewed in Section 3 1 and the complex nature of the phenomena that

characterize the evaporation process. Data that present an explana-

tion for anomalies that are noted in the heat-mass transfer data are

discussed in Section 3.2.2.

3.2 1 Heat-Mass Transfer Data

The following items are discussed in the present section:

(a) the agreement between the heat-mass transfer rates predicted by

the theory due to Knuth (8) and the data reported by Refs. (5) and (8);

(b) the physical significance of the correlation that was obtained by

Emmons (6) for his experimental data; and

(c) the data obtained by Luikov (17) in an investigation of the basic

phenomena that characterize the evaporation of a liquid in the presence

of a "hot" gas stream

A Comparison-of Knuth's Theory with Experimental Data. Knuth

observed that the average1 heat-mass transfer rates predicted by his

1 Averaged over the liquid-film-cooled length,
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theory were significantly smaller than those he obtained experimentally,

I and those Kinney, et al. (5) reported; the difference was attributed by
1!

Knuth to "entrance length" effects.1 These were not accounted for in

I any of the other analyses reviewed in Section 3.1. Knuth employed an

I empirical correction to bring the theoretical and experimental heat-

mass transfer rates into agreement; that empirical correction consisted

I of nm ultiplying the theoretical heat and mass transfer rates by the

following expression. ThusI
( +ldRd)

Rd = the Reynolds number for the gas stream based on the diameter of

I the tube and the bulk flow parameters.

d = the diameter of the tube.

I L = the liquid-film-cooled length.

Typical values of Rd and d/L for the data analyzed by Knuth were 106

and 10-1, respectively. Hence, the empirical correctior employed b,

I Knuth was of the order of

I + 1/3 101 %1 2.05

The average heat-mass transfer rates predicted by Knuth's theory were,

therefore, typically one half of those observed experimentally.

A In the experimental investigations conducted by Knuth and Kinney.,
et al., the velocity profile at the plane of liquid injection was
essentially fully developed, whereas the temperature and concentra-
tion profiles were flat.I
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and the thermal boundary conditions are such that the velocity profile

at the entrance to the test section is fully developed while the tempera-

ture profile is flat, the empirical correction for the "entrance length"

effects is given by the following expression (8): 1

1 + 0.1 - Rd 4

where L is the length of the test section over which heat transfer occurs.

Thus, if Rd = 106 and d/L = 10"I, the ratio of the average rate cf heat

transfer over the test section length L to the heat transfer rate that

would obtain if the temperature profile also was fully developed is

1 + 10-1 (10 6 );-,1 1.32

It would appear, therefore, that the presence of the evaporating liquid ,

film in the experimental investigations conducted by Knuth and Kinney,

et al. resulted in a substantial increase in the average heat transipr

rate over that which would obtain if the mass transfer was zero, that

ratio being typically 2.05/1.32 = 1.55 Basic mass transfer theory,

however, would predict that the "injection" of the vapor into the Oas I
stream would act to "block" the heat transfer to the liquid film, thus

reducing the observed rates of heat transfer to the film over those

thit would result for the case of zero mass transfer; the data for

transpiration cooling presented in Fig 3-3 in Section 3.3.2 illustrates

that point It would appear, therefore, that a significant anamolie

exists in the data reported for liquid-film cooling by Refs. (5) and (8)
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The Physical Significance of the Correlation Due to Emmons (6.

As noted in Table 1, the value of the paramete.- b with which Etmmons

was able to correlate his experimental data was 0.110 However, on a

physical basis, Turcotte (25) argued that b must be bounded as follows:

11 b ('o

where, for transpiration cooling,

I~ (• .. I

Turcotte was able to obtain satisfuctovr correlation of experimental

data for the transpired tL'rb)ulant boundary 7ayer by employing the

median value of b; thus

2 s,o s

Obviously, the vdlue cf b employed by Emmons for correlating his

experimetital data disagrees significantly with the values of b that are

physically justified. Some of the discrepancy may be due to the in-

correct quotation of Eq 3-18 by Emmons, as discussed in Section 3.1 2

It would appear, however, that a portion of the discrepancy is attribut-

able to 3n incorrect assumption in his analytical model The discussion

presentcd in the following section, Section 3 2 2, indicates that the

eddy-viscosity law given by Eq 3-15, which forms the basis for Emmons'

correldtion, does not generally apply to the gaseous-flow regime ad-

jacent to the surface of the liquid film

r
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The EIvaaporation Oata Reporte'o hv Lojikov ((71 The .. .... ,

concerning the experimental apparatus and the experimental procedure I
employed in the subject investigation are worthy of notLe:

(a) A dry body which was internally cooled arnd a shallow pan--having

similar overall dimensions as the dry body--containing a liquid were I
placed sioe by siae on the floor of a large wind tunnel.

(U) The liquid in the evaporating pan wa_ continuously replenr•nnok. I
so that the free surface of the liquid was always flush with the top

of the pan.

(c) Both the free surface of the liquid in the evaporating pan and

the surface of the internally cooled dry body were fully instrumented

with thermocouples; in all of the experiments, the rate of coolant flow

through the dry body was adjusted so that the temnerature of the free

liquid surface and the surface of the dry body were the same

(d) Four liquids were employed in the investigation: benzol, acetone,

butanol, and water.

(e) The static pressure in the wind tunnel das essentially ambient i

and the temperature of the main stream varied from 40 C to 120 C,

and the velocities from 5 rreters/sec to 14 m.pters/sec.

The experimental results were as follows: in all cases, the

observed averaqe heal transfer coefficient for the free liquid surface

was larger than the average heat tranfcr c3efficient for the dry body. I
The ratio of the two heat transfer coefficients varied from 1.2 to

1.6--the larger values corresponding to the larger evaporalio., rates. I
As indicated in the foregoing paragraphs, that trend in the experimental

I
I
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data is opposed to the trend which would be predicted by mass transfer

theory. Moreover, the similarity in the thermal boundary condition

that was established in the subject investigation for both the dry

surface and the surface of the evaporating liquid discredits to a large

degree the proposal by Knuth that the disagreement between his theory

and experimental liquid-film cooling data is attributable solely to

"entrance lengtL" effects.

3ý2 2 Correlation of Velocity Profile ta

In the present section the data reported by Refs (19) and (21)

are noted; they relate to the phenomenon of gas-liquid shear inter-

actions in tne absence of evaporative mass transfer The experimental

apparatus employed in each of the subject investigations were signifi-

cantly different; for a complete description of either experimental

apparatus the reader is referred to the references The experimental

results, however, were in qualitative agreement and may be summarized

as follows When traverses were made with a pitot probe across the gas-

flow regime adjacent to a "pebbled" gas-liquid interface, 1 the resultant

velocity profile data correlated in the same manner as velocity profile

data for rough-pipe flow It was ooserved that the "effective roughness"

of the liquid film surface increased with increasing values of the

dimensionless liquid flow rate W+ (defined by Eq. 2-10)

Because the viscous sublayer affords the bulk of the resistance of

the boundary layer to the transport of heat from a hot gas stream to a

Refe- to Fig 2-9, presented in Section 2-4, for a photographic
definition of the "pebbled" interface structure.
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so-lid boundary (18),-and since the sublayer region becomes less

influential and less well defined as the surface roughness increases

(4) (18), it would appear that the interfacial phenomenon discussed

above may account to a large degree for the anomalies in the heat- 1
mass transfer data discussed in the previous section. 1

3M3 An Alternate Correlation for Heat-Mass Transfer Data 1
Consider the following recapitulation of the experimental informa-

tion presented in Sections 3 2 and 2 4 For the case where the liquid I
film is stable, the effectiveness of liqu~d-film cooling apparently

decreases with increasing values of the dimensionless liquid flow rate

W +, due to a corresponding increase in the "effective roughness" of the

gas-liquid 4nte-face At a critical value of W the inception of film
+

instability occurs, and a fu-ther increase in W causes the phenomenon f
of coolant entrainment which results in an even more pronounced reduction

in the effectiveness of liquid-film cooling Because of these points, I
and since the heat transfer phenomena Tharacterizing liquid-film

cooling and transpiration cooling would appear to become progressively

more similar as W is decreased, the following correlation is suggested

for experimental heat-mass transfer data that are obtained for liquid-

film cooling Invu,

St St (3-24)
St St t

0 If 0

whe re

limit f(W+) 1 I

W *0

I
I
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The notation and subscripts in Eq. 3-24 denote the following:

St = the Stanton number for heat transfer

f(W+I; a function that must be determined experimentally.

if - evaluated for the case of liquid film cooling

t - evaluated for the case of transpiration cooling

o - evaluated for the zero-mass transfer case

The Stanton number for heat transfer is defined by the following

expression (29). Thus

qs

St -1 (3-25)
(Pu)e c (t r- t S)

where
ue

t t + r e(3-26)
r e 2 cPe

the recovery temperature for the main stream.

r the recovery factor.

As sihown by Spalding (29), the recovery factor r can be deteruiined in

most instances w'th sufficient accuracy from the following enmirical

equation due to Squire. Thus

(Pr)1/3 (3-27)

The subscript notation ( ), introduced in Eq 3-27 means that the

subscripted quantity is to bc evaluated at an appropriate reference state.

The reference state suggested herein is that defined by the reference
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temperature t, due to Eckert (30), and the reference concentration C,,

due to Knuth (31). Thus
2

_ ue

t 1 (t + t ) + r - (3-28)
2 e s 2 c

c = 1 (C + ) (3-29)1
2v,. v,e v,s

The function f(W +) in Eq. 3-24 must be determined experimentally.

Procedures are outlined in Section 3.3.4 for evaluating f(W +) given
either (a) bulk heat transfer data (i.e., m' as a function of L for

various main-stream conditions and liquid-film coolants), or,

preferably, (b) the streamwise distribution of (St)if as determined

from detailed measurements of the structure of the boundary-layer region

adjacent to the surface of the liquid film.

,o facilitate implementing the correlation procedure suggested by

Eq 3-24, Section 3.3.1 presents a method for obtaining an approximate

evaluation of the temperature at the gas-liquid interface, and Sections

3.3.2 and 3.3.3 suggest methods for evaluating (St/St 0 )t and Sto,

respectively.

It should be noted that the correlation procedure developed herein

differs from the semi-empirical correlations reviewed in Section 3.1

in that it is applicit.le -o tlows in the presence of pressure gradients,

to the flow of a compressible fluid, and to either stable or unstable

1 In the developments which follow, it is assumed that the concentration

of the vapor in the main stream is zero. Hence, C -a (Cv,s).
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liquid films Moreover, "entrance length" effects and streanuie

variations in q, and (ov)S are considered. The developments are

limited, however, to the case where the gas flow is turbulent and the

l'•quid-film coolant is non-reactive.

3.3.1 A Method for Predicting the Temperature at the

Gas-Liquid Interface

The temperature at the gas-liquid interface, ts, can be related to

the bulk flow parameters by specifying (a) an interfacial energy

balance, and (b) an analogy between the rates of heat and mass transfer.

In the derivations that follow, the generalized energy balance given by

the following equation is employed for convenience:

q : (•v) (3-30)

The parameter 0 is defined by Eqs. 3-30 and 2-31. Thus

t v + L q r,L - qSrS

The analogy between heat and mass transfer employed herein is that

g' ven by

St = St (Pr -2/3 (3-31)

where St' is tne Stanton nunmber for mass transfer defined by

(CVOs P-Pv,s Rv
p_- (3-32)1St' ~~ ,-- ) - vs g

Equation '-32 also can be written in terms of the concentration of the

vapor 3s follo qs (29) TI us (pv)S 1-Cv 's
St' 1Hue Cv~s
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Experimental verification of the validity of Eq. 3-31 for incompressible

flows is presented in Ref (32), and for compressible flows `4i Ref (29). 4

It should be noted, however, that at and close to the plane where the I
liquid coolant is injected, Eq 3-31 is strictly applicable only if the

growths of both the thermal bounaary layer and the partial-pressure

(or vapor-concentration) boundary layer start at that plane.

Combining Eqs 3-30, 3-31, and 3-32 yields
(h

I 0
cP - PvI,s Rv Pr -2/3 (333) 1

tr ts) Pv,s
z

In Eq 3-33 there are three unknowns: 0, p and ts Tabulated data I
presenting the saturation pressure of the liquid coolant as a function W

of its saturation temperature represents a second independent relation-
ship for P,,s and ts Thu , by specifying 0, ts (or its equivalent, I

Pv s) can be related to the bulk flow parameters I

Figure 3-2 presents, for an air/water system, calculated values I
of tioe interface temperature t, as a functior of the static pressure p

and the main-stream temperatu-e te 1 The flow conditions assunied in

the calculations are indicated in the figure The saturation curve

for water presented in the tigure illustrates the approximeie .rror

introduced by the assumption that t, is equal to the saturation tempera- I
ture for the liquid coolant und r the prevailing static pressure, p,

that assumption having been employed by Refs (6)(10)111)(22)(24)

SThe calculations were performed by employing Eq. 3-33 in conjunction

with the tabulated data of Refs (3Y) and (33) A sample calculation
is presented in Appendix B
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The calculated results presented in Fig. 3.2 agree within

- IOF with the data reported in Ref. (8) and that obtained in the

preliminary investigations of liquid-film cooling conducted at the Jet

Propulsion Center, Purdue University (12); the flow conditions presented

in the figure apply closely to those experimental investigations.

The values of p and te employed in the subject investigations were

as follows:

Ref. (8): te = 1000-230LR; p = 1 atm

Ref (12): te = 100Ok, p = 220 psia

It was stated in Section 2.2.2 that there is a question (especially

for the case where a streanmise pressure gradient is imposed on the flow)

regarding the fraction of the energy incident to the surface of the liquid

film that is utilized for increasing the sensible enthalpy of the liquid

coolant. The method presented herein for evaluating ts affords a means

by which that question can be investigated experimentally. The experi-

mental measurement of the streamwise distribution of ts can be related

to a streamwise variation in the parameter 4 by means of Eq. 3-33.

Moreover, if the radiant and wall heat fluxes are reduced in importance,

by proper design of the experimental apparatus and selection of the

experimental parameters, then the definition of * reduces to

S= AH v + (the increase in the sensible enthalpy for the liquid

coolant)

Thus, for that case, the fraction of the incident heat flux utilized

for increasing the sensible enthalpy of the liquid can be determined

as a function of x
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3.3.2 Correlation of (St/St )t for Transpiration Cooling

Analytically and/or experimentally it has been established satis-

factorily that if transpiration cooling data are presented in the general

St as a function of 100 S
OU"e St

the resulting correlation is essentially independent of the Reynolds

number for the main stream, based on the streanblise coordinate x, the
[Hach numrber for the main stream, and th6 ratio of the main-stream

temperature to the temperature at the wall (34)(35)(36). "Furthermore,

the correlation is independent of the streanivise pressure gradient

imposed on the flow (36). Because of the significance of those facts,

such a correlation for transpiration cooling data is employed in the

present developments.

Figure 3-3 presents the correlation for transpiration cooling data

due to Brunner (37). The curve presented in the figure is given by the

following equation. Thus

SLt ) (I+I (pv)S -3 (3-34)
0t 0 e

where

2(cpv 0.6
- .. ( ) (3-35)
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The data surveyed by Brunner were for the case where either nitrogen,

or helium, or water vapor is injected into an Jir stream As a con-

sequence, there is no assurance that the empirical correlation given

by Eq. 3-34 is applicable to all flowing gases and injected fluids that

might characterize a transpiration-cooled system. The fluids N2 , Het

and H 20 do, however, represent a significantly wide cross section of

physical property values. It appears reasonable, therefore, that

Eq. 3-34 can be extended with some degree of confidence to other fluids

3.3 3 A Method for Evaluating St0

Ideally, in an investigation of liquid-film cooling, the streanmise

distribution of the Stanton number for heat transfer in the absence of

mass transer, denoted by Sto, would be determined experimentally, There

are, however, many instances where experimental determination of St is

impractical. In those cases, the method suggested herein can be

employed for "valuating St0 analytically

The m2thod suggested has been developed and/or employed by numerous

investigators (36)(38)(39)(40)(41). It is based on the assumption that

the empirica heat-transfer law for turbulent flow over a flat plate,

when written in the following form, is also applicable to turbulent flows

in the presence of streamwise pressure gradients, Thus

Sto St (R )

whe re
Pe Ue

R e - the Reynolds number for the main stream based on

te
the characteristic length 6
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t tou, (t u - .o!

(o~ tUY u (3-36)

- tne enerqy thicKness

the thermal boundary layer thickness.

to_ t + L-p = the stagnation temperature .2c

The heat-transfer law suggested ir Ref.. (36), and employed in the

followina developments, is that niven bv

St0 = 0.0128 (Pr)-3/ 4 R -1/4 (3-37)

Lquation 3-37 and the developments that follow can be employea to

dnalyze d compressible qas flow by introducing the concept of the ref-

,2rrenLe state, and making the following transformations for the Stanton

:mw9ner St and the Reynolds number R (42). Thus

Sto Sto,* - St (3-38)
0*

"ue D-

Re R - . (3-39)

The energy integral equation is given by (38)

d& ; due I d(tr'tw) +I doe -
St d4 d _ 1 - (3-40)ed (tr-tw) ' ed

Equation 3-37 substituted into Eq. 3-40 results in an explicit equation

for Sto that can be solved stepwise by numerical integration. To start

the numerical calculations, however, the value of xo and the value of
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St0 at x = x0 must be either known (determined experimentally) or

approximated In many applications of liquid-film cooling that are

of interest, the temperature of the liquid film is significantly less

than the temperature of the solid surface upstream-of the plane at which

film coolant is injected. In those cases, it is suggested that St0

be calculatcd as if the growth of the thermal boundary layer began

at x xo. In other words, assume that the boundary condition

Sto at x = x0 applies.

In the special case of an incompressible gas flow over an iso-

thermal wall surface, Eq. 3-40 can be simplified to the form

dR•

St d (3-41)
o To e dx

Substituting Eq 3-37 into Eq 3-41, integrating Lhe resultant

expression, and imposing the limit St° = O at x = xo one obtains

the following, relatively simple expression for St . Thus

0.02923 Pr"3/ 5 R 1/5

St0  1/5 (3-42)
1u-- u dx
I ex x e

0

where
oe U e xR - the main-stream Reynolds number based on the

x Ue

characteristic length x.

Equation 3-42 reduces to the following expression for the case

where the main-stream velocity ue is constant in the streamwise

direction. Thus
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St = 0.02923 Pr- 31 5 Rx1/5 ( 1 xo) -1/5 (3-43)

x -1/5
The term (1- -0) in Eq. 3-43 is the correction for "entrancexlength" effects due to the dynamic entrance length x 0

3.3.4 Methodology

The principal equations required for the correlation procedure

suggested herein are summarized below. Thus, by definition I
÷ + . -m'- (2-10)"*1

From the conservation of film coolant cne obtains

m' % .'- (ov) Sdx (3-44)
o s I

0

Combining Eqs 3-25 and 3-30, one obtains

Stf (ov)5  (3-45)1(ou) Je
where I

C e tr t (3-46)Cpe r sI

Furthermore, combining Eqs 3-24, 3-34, and 3-45, yields I
-3

t + (S--) (3-47)
olf J o if

IJ
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In the discussion that follows, it is assumed that the streamwise

variations for the quantities listed in Table 2 are either determined

experimentally, or can be approximated from knowledge of the experiment-

al apparatus and parameters, or can be determined analytically from the

procedures presented in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3.

Table 2

The Parameters That Are Considered Known As a Function oF x

In Outlining the Methodology

Symbol Definition

c the specific heat for the main-stream gas

cpv the specific heat for the vapor

I non-dimensional parameter defined by Eq. 3-35

J non-dimensional parameter defined by Eq. 3-46

L the liquid-film-cooled length

p the static pressure

St0  the Stanton number for heat transfer in the absence

of mass transfer

t the main-stream temperaturee

t s the temperature at the gas-liquid interface

ue the velocity of the main stream

x 0the plane at which liquid-film coolant is introduced
o+

A suggested procedure for evaluating the function f(W ) is outlined

below for the following two cases: (a) tne case where the streamwise
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distribution of (St)if is determined from detailed measurements of

the structure of the boundary-layer region above the liquid film;

and (b) the case where only bulk heat transfer data are obtained I
(i.e,, m' as a function of L for various main-stream conditions

and liquid film coolants), I
Case (a): (St)if Determined Experimentally The procedure for

this case can be outlined as follows, Thus I
(1) Determine the streamwise distribution of (pv)S from Eq 3-45- I
(2) Determine the streanwise distribution of m' and W+ from Eqs. 3-44

and 2-10, respectively I
(3) Determine the streamwise distribution of f(W+) from Eq. 3-47.

From steps (1), (2), and (3) one obtains, for each set of input

data, a plot of f(W +) as a function of W÷, Hence, fur n sets of input

data one obtains n such plots If the basic premise upon which the

correlation suggested herein is correct, that is, if f(W+) is an i

universal function, each of those plots would be identical If,

however, the curves differed significantly, it would indicate that I
the function f(W+) is not sufficient to characterize the difference

between the heat transfer phenomena for liquid-film cooling and trans- I
piration cooling However, even if that was found to be the case, if J
f(W+) differed from unity in any instance, the inadequacy of enmloying

solely transpiration cooling theory in the analyses of liquid-film f
cooling would have been established

Case (b): m' and L Determined Experimentally In this case the

functional form of f(W÷) is assumed; i e , the function f(W+) is assumed
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to be linear, exponential, etc By studying several sets of input data,

it can be determined whether or not the assumed form of f(W+) was

satisfactory. The complete procedure is outlined below. Thus

(1) Assume the functional form of f(W+).

(2) Determine m' and W* at x = x

(3) Calculate (St),f at x = x0, employing Eq. 3-47.

(4) Calculate (pv)S at x = x0 by means of Eq. 3-45.

(5) Determine m' and W+ at x = x0 + Ax, employing Eqs. 3-44 and 2-10,

respectively.

(6) Repeat steps (2) through (5), replacing x = xo by x = xo + Ax,

and continue the reiteration until x = x1 = xo + L.

(7) If m'/Oat x = xI, then changes must be made in step (1). To

illustrate, if f(W+) was assumed to be linear in step (1), so that

f(W+) = I+CW+, then a differert value must be assumed for the constant

C and the computation repea+cd until m' = 0 when x = x .

For a single set of input data, regardless of the assumed func-

tional form for f(W+), the condition m' = o at x = xI will be

realized by considering several sets of input data, however, it

can be deduced wnether that form for f(Wý) satisfies the condition

of universality Note that if one experiences difficulty in obtain-

ing a form for f(W+) that simultaneously satisfies several sets of

J input data, it is nearly impossible to determine whether that difficulty

is due to a lack of insight into the physics of the problem (i.e., the

inability t 'guess" at the correct f(W+)), or to the fact that f(W÷)

does not physically exist.
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I
I

4. AN ANALYSIS FOR THE GAS-VAPOR-COOLED REGION

4 1 Introduction I
It is difficult, if not impossible, to make a complete mathematical

analysis of the boundary-layer and heat-transfer characteristics for

the region immediately downstream 'rom the end of the liquid film. l

Moreover, an involved analysis generally is not warranted because of

the large number of assumptions that must be made concerning tie velocity l

and temperature profiles, the form factor, the skin-friction law, the

heat-transfer law, etc As a consequence of this fact, the analysis

presented herein is based on an idealized and relatively single flow l

model

Both Emmons (6) and Guinn (7) developed semi-empirical analyses I
for the gas-vapor-cooled region; titose analyses were based on tne flow

model suggested by Hatch ana Papell (43) for gas-film cooling Tile

analysis presented here differs from those due to Emmouns ano to Guinn

in the following respects: (a, bounda-y-layer flow rather tnan fully-

developec-pipe f l ow ýs considered; and (b) the analysis is generalized j
so that it can be applied to a compressible gas flow in trie presence

of a streamwise pressure gradient The analysis is dependent, however,

on ttie analysis for the i'qLid-film-coole., region presented in

Section 3.3.

I
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As discussed in Section 2 12, a complete analysis for the gas-vapor-

cooled region requires the consideration of two cases: (a) the case

where the wall is adiabatic; and (b) the case where the wall is externally

cooled. Those two cases are considered in Sections 4.2 and 4.3,

rec-pecti vely.

• . ,ie Case Where the Wall is Adiabatic

4.2.1 rhe Flow Model

The flow model emplcyed for the analysis of the gas-vapor-cooled

region is aefinea I v tne followino con'itions

(1) Tne wall is adiabatic.

(2) The boundary layer flow is fully turbulent

(3) The then.dl, tLe diffusional, and the dynamic boundary layer

tnIcknrsses are equal, the iatter is denoteo by y z ".

0~ Tri stagriation enthalpy for tne main stream, denoted by he is a

constant in tne streamwise direction; the stagnation entha'py for the

qas stream is defined, in general, by
1)

r"° 0 Lt + 2- (4-0)

p z

(5) The velocity profile and the stagnation-enthalpy profile for the

bouncarv layer are of the functional forms

U- (Y) 14-2)u
e

n - h
o a = f (Y)

ne0 n 

(w

e aw
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where h is ti - ýr th a!y f or t'e fI lui(i adj icer t to thc adiabatic:I1W

wafl. To illustrate, f could be assumed of the power-law form:

I
f (Y.)fn (4-.4)j1 A

In addition, f could be assumed of the form

f) - A + B (-) + C (-)2 + D(Z) (4-5)

The constants in Eq. 4-5 can be evaluated from the following boundary

conditions that apply to f2' Thus

f2 (0) 0 1
f2 (1) 1

I

;f,
0 I

( ) 0

' i~tant expression for f is I

3
w-. - 2(i) (4-6) I

Kr tvie present analysis, however, the actual forms of f ana f•

neeo not tie assmeo, only tne assuN.,tion that fI ana f, exist for the

gas-vador-cooieu, re)icn is requirtc.
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4 2.2 The Energy Balance

Figure 4-1 presents, schematically, a control volume for the gas-

vapor-cooled region; the control surface for that control volume is

(utfined by x : x, x 7 x, y : ,, aij y = o. The followinq energy

fluxes, written in accordance with the flow model defined in the fore-

going section, are presented in the figure:

1

(a) Qu h° dy the rate at which thermal and kinetic energy is
0

transferred into the control volume per unit

spanwise length at the station x = x .

(b) cu ho dy the rate at ,hich thermal and kinetic energy is

0 transferred out of the contrv! volume per unit

spanwise length at the station x = x

(c) (m" - m'i)ne the rate at which thermal and kinetic energy is

transferred from the main stream into the control

volume per unit spatwise length

The parameter n" in term (c) is detined As fcolows:

m" cu dy (4-7)

tie rate at whicn, mass is transferred throuqn the bounca'-<

layve- ýe- ur, t spanwise 1erqtn at te station x 7 x.

The enerqy balance for the control vol.1;r in Fii 4-1 carnt•,,

written as follows Thus

zu ho cy + r- ho h 0j dy (4-8)
1 e
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Employing Eq, 4-7, Eq. 4-8 can be written in the form

a 1  A
/ Ou h0 dy I pu ho dy

moo + (m"-m) he0 = mo 0 (4-9)
(MI e A

Ipu dy f u dy
00

In order to realize the desired simplicity of the present analysis, the

following approximatiop is introduced concerning the integral terms in

Eq, 4-9. Thus1
A 0A
J pu h dy u h° dy
o 0
A A
fpudy u dy

Thus, Eq. 4-9 can be written in the following form by introducing that

approximation and Assumption (5) of the flow model:

A1

r f t(he - h )f +h dy
Ile aw,1 2 aw,1 ym 0 A-+ (m"-m•) ho =

Sf, dy
0

: fl ((ho h )f } dye f2+h aw
A

r f, dy

The latter expression can be rewritten in the form

1Note that this approximation is not ,;quivaleiit to and is less

restrictive than the assumption of constant density,
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f f f2 d¢•

e' he-al)- m'(he-ha,)o
mj (h 0  - haw (e 0 awh

Ie awe aw , f , d(Y-)

(4-10)

0 fl f2 d(Y-)I

m" (h - ha)- m" (h° - ha) 1 2
e aw e aw I

ff1  d(X)
o

Finally, the terms in Eq 4-10 can be combined to yield the following

energy balance for the control volume presented in Fig, 4-1. Thus

h -h Mi1
e 1 (4-11)

he haw,1

The relatively simple form of Eq 4-11 is due principally to Assumption

(5) of the flow model,

Equation 4-11 enables the determination of the enthalpy for the

fluid adjacent to the adiabatic wall as a function of x once h and he aw,1

and m" as functions of x are known. The parameter ho is normally
e

known from the statement of the problem, and the parameter haw,1 can be

determined from the developments presented in Section 3 3 1 The

evaluation of m" as a function of x is considered in Section 4 2 3

To evaluate the temperature distribution for tile adiabatic wall

from the distribution of haw, the specific heat for the fluid adjacent

to the wall must be known. Excluding the region close to the station

x = xI, it is sufficiently accurate to take that specific heat to be

I
1
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that for the main-stream gas because of the low concentration of the

vapor in comparison to that of the main-stream gas. Moreover, since

the temperature of the adiabatic wall at x = xI can be independently

determined from the developments of Section 3.3.1, it follows that the

adiabatic-wall tclperature distribution for the entire gas-vapor-cooled

region can be determined with sufficient accuracy once h aw as a function

of x is known.

4.2.3 The LEvaluation of m"

Equation 4-5, which defines the parameter m", can be rewritten in

the form
6(A - A*

rn": (Pu)e (- - ) (4-12)

where

(1- T-)dY = the displacement thickness. (4-13)

S-f u (1 - u )dy = the momentum thickness. (4-14)

o e e

Equation 4-12 shows that In" can be determined as a function of x if

6/e, A*/I, and e are krnown as functions of x. The evaluation of those

quantities is considered in the following paragraphs.

The Evaluation of A/0 and A*/e. Persh and Lee (44) have tabulated

the values of 6/6 and A*/e as functions of the main-stream Mach number

and the wall-to-main-stream temperature ratio. It is suggested, there-

fore, that these tabulated data be employed for evaluating Al/ and

A*/e when the variation in the density for the gas stream across the
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boundary layer is significant. If, however, that density variation is

not significant, it is suggested that the subject parameters be calculated

by applying the power-law velocity profile (see Eq. 4-4). The resultant

expressions for A/e and 6*/o are (4, p. 536)

(1+n)(2+n) (4-15)O n

and

(2+n) 
(4-16)O n

The Evaluation of e. To determine the value of the momentum

thickness o as a function of x, one must solve the momentum integral

equation. That equation can be written in the form (45)

C f de* 1 due +e
ý-x + e [(2+4 *) 1 (4 17e ue dx Pe dx(

Or in the form (46) 1

" Ua l • ( , / .) _ 1- ( 4 - 1 8 )
dx *H (ix ti-(3~ i2

The notation for Eqs. 4-17 and 4-18 is as follows: I
Cf wt-f Ue2 the skin-friction coefficient. (4-19)

M the Mach number for the main-stream flow. I
CI

p = the specific heat ratio.
Cv g

I
I
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To solve1 either Eq. 4-17 or Eq. 4-18 for 0, one mus, specify

the form of the skin-friction law; the latter is denoted functionally

by

Cf cf
2" 2 (YB

where
P Ue

R e e e the Reynolds number for thF wiain stream based

on the characteristic Ienith e. (4-20)

Furthermore, the boundary condition on a at the station x = xI,

denoted by e1, also must be specified before e as a function of x

can be determined from either Eq. 4-17 or Eq. 4-18,

Several empirical skin-friction 1 vws are presented in Chapter 22

of Ref. (4) for the case where the gas flow is turbule,it, incompressible,

and over a flat plate, In the analysis of gas flows with pressure

gradients (particularly favorable pressure gradients), it is common

to assume that the skin-friction law is that established empirically

for the flat-plate case (45)(46)(4). Furthermore, the case where the

gas flow is compressible can be analyzed by introducing the following

transformations into the form of the skin-friction law for incompressible

flow (42):

cf cf Pe cf (4-21)

and

A numerical solution is generally required for either Eq. 4-17 or
4-18.
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R + R - R (4-22)
' * De P* 

1

The reference state denoted by ()* in Eqs. 4-21 and 4-22 was discussed

in Section 3.3. It is suggested that, in evaluating the physical I

properties, the composition of the gas be assumed uniform throughout

the bo..idary layer and equal to that for the main stream; i e , assume I
that the reference temperature given by Eq 3-28 is sufficient to define g
the reference state

A sufficiently accurate approximation to o1 can be obtained in

the following manner First, assume that the Colburn analogy, given

by the followiag equation, applies at x = x1  ThusI

cf -2/3
(St)If (4-23)

c f
Then, employing the skin-friction law which relates -- and e, one can

approximate the value of e1 once (St)if at x = x1 has been determined

from the analysis presented in Section 3 3 for the liquid-film-coolee

region

4 2 4 A Special Case

To illustrate the developments presented in the foregoing, considpr

the special case defined by the following conditions

1 The gas flow is incompressible, cinstant-density, and over an

adiabatic flat plate

2 The skin-friction law is that due to Prandtl (4, Eq 22 7). Thus

O .0.0128 R 1/4 (4-24) 1

2 e I
I

.. •• . .. __... . ,,.,, , . _, , . .. .
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3. The velocity profile for the boundary layer is given by

u - 1/ (4-25)
Ue A

4. The specific heat for the vapor-and for the main-stream gas

are equal and are not functions of temperature

For that special case, Eq 4-11 reduces to the form

te- t min
e aw (4-26)

re taw,1

Equation 4-12 reduces to (refer to Eqs. 4-15 and 4-16)

M" 9 Pue e (4-27)

Equation 4-17 simplifies to the form

Cf de dR (4-28)
-dx dR(-x

where

R _e the Reynolds number for the main stream based

on the characteristic length x (4-29)

Upon combining Eqs 4-26 and 4-27, one obtains
te- ta 8 R0
e aw - 1 - 1 (4-30)

re" taw,1 8 Re

In addition, substitution of Eq. 4-24 into Eq. 4-28 yields

0 0128 dRx R04 d R6 (4-31)

Integrating Eq. 4-31 and substituting the limit R,-R at

x = x1. one obtains

t'. .-
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5/4 R 5/4

R 0.016 Rx (1 - x-) + R (4-32)

It follows from Eq. 4-30 and Eq. 4-32 that for the special case in

question, the adiabatic-wall temperature as a. function of x is given

in non-dimensional form by the following equation, Thus

te-taw - R0
t -ta (4-33)

te 't aw,1 [0.016 R x(1- x-) + R 5/4] 4/5
e1

Finally, to complete the solution, Re can be related to (St)lf,i,

the Stanton number for heat transfer at x = x1 , by combining Eqs. 4-21

and 4-24. The resultant expression is

2/3 -I 4
R6- 1I( t I ': - (4-34)

0 00128 _1

4.3 The Case Where the Wall is Cooled Externally

For the subject case, the basic analytical problem is that of

relating the local values for the wall temperature and the wall-heat

flux to the main-stream conditions, It can be inferred from several

mass-transfer cooling (and heating) studies reported in the literature

(Refs. 47-51) that heat-transfer data that are obtained for the gas-

vapor-cooled region should correlate satisfactorily in the following

manner Thus

St St aw w (4-35)
gv 0t - to

e
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whe re

St QW(4-36)
gve aw w

the Stanton number for heat transfer for the gas-vapor-

cooled region

Sto the Stanton number for heat transfer in the absence of

gas-vapor cooling.

taw the temperature the wall would obtain if it was

adiabatic,

t : the temperature the wall obtains due to the fact that it

is cooled externally

qw =the heat flux from the hot gas stream to the external

cool ant

Equation 4-35, together with the developments preserted in

Sections 4-2 and 3 3.3, which enable the determination of taw and

StoI as functions of x, respectively, thus represents the solution for

the subject case

1 It is important to note that in the evaluation of St in Eq. 4-35,

the boundary condition Sto at x s x1 applies (47251).
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONSj

Having studied the physical and theoretical nature of liquid-film

cooling, together with the pertinent literature, the following general

conclusions are drawn:9

1 The feasibility of liquid-film cooling a rocket thrust chamber has

been established experimentally (5)(6'(8)( 1O)(1)(52'.53)(54). I
However, the fundaark-ntal phenomena characterizi1ig tnat p, )cess are not

well understoud. In particular, the interfac'al , enower., (film

instability, Groplet entrainmcnt, and the "~effective" f i im roughness)

'iot well defined. especially for the case where the pressure and/or

main-streeam temperature i, substantially yr ater than ambtient It isI

generally agreed, however, that those rhenre~na significantly influence

*he effectiveness of liquid-film coolin'

2 A need exists for accurate hedt-MaýSs transfer data for the liquid-

tilm-cooled region, especially fo- the case characterized by one or more

of tnre iro'lowing conditions: (a) the gadb flow. is compressible; (b) a

ý)ressure gradient is 'rTposed on tthe flow; and (c) a film coolant otn-r

tnafl water is em¶ploye~jI

3 The ar-A;vses pr'esenteL to date for liquid-film cooling haive either

lacked dgreerncnt w't!ý the expe,,riental data ur have resulted in correld-

tions th~at are not Justified phy~sically intviously, further experirental

evaluation of tne Lasic prieno-ena would enable the postulatiLon of m~ore
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realist, c analytical models and the develoi.ent of mcre coN~lete

analyses

4 Additional experirvental investigation of the gas-vapor-cooled

region is needed Boundary layer measurements would aid in defining

the mixing characteristics for that region, and would enable the

postulation of a more realistic fjow model than those postulated

previously (6)(7), and that presented in the subject report

In view of the aforementioned conclusions, and in accordance

with the foregoing developments presented in the subject report,

some recommendations for further research are presented below:

1. Conduct cold-flow studies (i.e , zero evaporative mass trans''r)

of film instability and entrainment to determine the influence, if

any, of the dimensionless liquid flow rate Wo, the dimensionless film
0

thickness 5f, the Reynolds numrber for the gas stream, the pressure,

etc on those phenomena For these studies, and for those

recommended below, several fluids in addition t-, water should be

studied, and pressures significantly greater than ambient should

be employed.

Z Conduct additional ctd-flow studies utilizing a pitct probe to

determine the velocity profile across the boundary )dye;- cs a function

o' X Use thcse data to study the "effective" roughiness of the gas-

liquid interface

3 Con'uct heat-mass transfer stL.dies to obtain Jata that can be

en-loyec to evaluate the correeation oro-)ecjre suggestec in Sction 3 3

initial studies shculd be conducted to obtain bulk heat-rass transfer
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data for a significantly wide range of experimental parameters.

Subsequently, more sophisticated studies should be conducted to

obtain boundary layer data that would aid in the understanding

of the phenomena occurring at the gas-liquid interface

4 Experimentally investigate the region downstream of the liquid 5
film for the case where the wall is adiabatic. Iritial studies

should be conducteci wherein only the wall temperature distribution

and the bulk flow paraixters are determined Thos;e data can be

employed to evaluate the analysis presented in Section 4.2.

Subsequently, experimental studies should be conducted to obtain

boundary layer measuremer, s that would aid in the postulation of a

realistic flow model for the subject wall regoio

I

I
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APPENDIX A

NOTATION

Ci specific concentration of "i" species

cf
-f skin friction coefficient (Eq. 4-19)

c pspecific heat at constant pressure

c v specific heat at constant volume

d tube diameter

D diffusion coefficient

f denotes a function

h specific enthalpy

h' heat transfer, coefficient

ho stagnation-enthalpy (Eq 4-1)

AH Vlatent heat of vaporization

I e Equation 3-35

J ,ee ,quation 3-46

k thermal conductivity

L liquid-film-cooled length

ml rate of liquid coolant fiuw/unit spanwise length (Eq 2-7)

M61 rate of gas flow through the boundary layer/unit spanwise

length (Eq 4-7)

I
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M Mach number

n parameter in the power-law velocity profile (see Eq. 4-4)

p static pressure j
Pi partial pressure for "i" species

Pr Prandtl number = A
C

Prt turbulent Prandtl number - kt g
q energy transfer due to conduction

q r energy transfer due to radiation

r recovery factor (Eq. 3-26)

R perfect gas constant

Rd Reynolds number based on d
Pe u x

R Reynolds number based on x e

ePeUeR. Reynolds number based on •

Sbe e

Ro Reynolds number based or e -
be

Sc Schmidt number -u I
Sct turbulent Schmidt number -

0 Dt

St Stanton number for heat transfer (Eq. 3-25)

St0  St evaluated in the absence of mass transfer

St' Stanton number for mass transfer (Eq. 3-32)

t static temperature

tr recovery temperature for the main stream (Eq. 3-26)

t stagnation temperature
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saturation temperature for the liquid coolant which cor-

responds to the static pressure p

u streamwise component of velocity

u+ dimensionless velocity (Eq. 2-5)

v normal component of velocity

W+ dimensionless liquid flow rare (Eq. 2-10)

W + see Equation 2-37

distance downstream from the effective leading edge of the

dynamic boundary layer

y distance normal to the wall or the liquid film surface

y dimensionless normal coordinate (Lq. 2-b)

Greek

A dynamic boundary layer thickness

c, diffusional Lundary layer thicknessC

At thermal boundary layer thickness

dispiacm,,nt thickness (Eq. 4-13)

heat transfer parameter (Eq. 3-1\

specific heat ratio

viscous sublayer thickness

Sliquia film thickress•f

+ dimensionless viscous sublayer thickness

uimensionless liquid film thickness (Eq. 2-11)

stability effectiveness (Eq 2-38)

momentum thickness (Eq. 4-14)

dynamic viscosity
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V kinematic viscosity

& energy thickness (Eq. 3-36)

o dens i ty

T shear stress

T s,o wall shear stress for zero mass transfer

energy balance parameter (Lq. 3-30)

Subscripts

o evaluated at the plane of liquid coolant injection

1 evaluated at the terminus of the liouid-film-cooled length

d evaluated it the terminus of the gas-vapor-cooled length

aw adiabatic wall

a diffusional component

e main-stream state

q; main-stream gas

Yv gas-vaoor cooling

1 liquid

L evaluated at the gas-]iquia interface but in the liquid phase

if liquid-film cooling I
s evaluated at the gas-liquid interface

Lvaluated at the gas-liquid interface but in the gas rpase

t transpiration coolinq

t turtulent contribution

V v jý-, o r

w mall

.•vaulated at y
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* evaluated at the reference state defined by Eqs. 3-28 and

3-29

Superscripts

o stagnation conditions
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I

APPENUIX B

A SAMPLE CV'CULATION FOR THE INTERFACE TEMFERATURE I

To illustrate the manner in which the cal:.ulatod re-ults -resented

in Fig. 3-2 were obtained, a sample calculaton for the interface

temperature ts is presented below.

For the flow Londitions presented in Fig. 3-2, Eq, 3-33 reduces

to the form

AH R p

"Pair (te ts I P. Pg

83. 35 p-I

T53_ p Pv , s

P-Pv

652 (Y ,) (B-I)

Solving Eq. B-I for the partial p:-ess..re Df the vapor at the interface,

one obtains

p P (B-2)Pvv ,s I

1,562 c t e - t) + 1

For purposes of illustration, assume that

t e 2000 R (cP = 0 2772 B/lb)

p = 500 psia

"" " " "q'l'• a .. ,. .. . _., .. _ ' • ,.• -- f l"--... ..
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For t ia. case, Eq. B-2 reduces to

500
= -T7 242) T v - psia (B-3)

To initiate the tr'al-and-error calculations, assume that ts = 400F = 860R

(the acc'Jracy of the first approximation for ts is not critical). For

"ts 960°R, the data in Ref, 33 gives AHv = 826.0 B/lb and p vs = 247.3

psia. Substituting those data into Eq. B-3, one obtains

? 500
247.3 psla 5 1 624 + I ps1 ý

S190.5 psia

For the second calculation, assume that pv's = 190.5 psia. Corresponding

to p vs = 190.5 psia, the data in Ref. 33 gives AHv = 846.7 B/lb and

ts : 837.6R. Substituting those data into Eq. B-3, one obtains

S500
190 5 psia 1,633 + F- psia

S189 9 psia

Continuing that procedure, assume for the next calculation that p v's

189.9 psia. Corresponding to p vs = 189.9 psia, the data in Ref. 33

gives L\Hv = 846.9 B/lb and ts = 377.4F = 837.4R. Substituting those

data into Eq B-3, one obtains
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500

189.9 = 1.633 + 1 + I psia

= 189.9 psia

Thus, for ts = 2000 R and p = 500 psia, and for the flow conditions

presented in Fig. 3-2, the calculated value of the temperature at the

gas-liquid interface is ts = 377.4F = 837.4R. j

I

I

i
I

I
I
I

I

I

I
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